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Unit 6 
The Gender Divide  

 
 

 

Exercise 1 
Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 
 

1. Maria ......................... the hobbit all night. 
a. drink b. has been reading  c. reading  d. will have read  
2. We …………….Lisa recently. 
a. has been seeing b. seen    c. haven’t seen   d. is seeing 
3. The hotel has had a pool ………….. two years. 
a. since b. for   c. yet                     d. just 
4. I hate ………………my age. 
a. being asked  b. asking    c. ask   d. asked 
5. Remember ………..to the mechanic tomorrow to fix the car. 
a. being gone  b. going   c) go   d. to go 
6. Don’t forget ………… me up from the airport at four. 
a. to pick b. picking   c. picks  d. pick 
7. Vladimir will never forget ………….across Europe. 
a. biking  b. bike    c. being biked  d. biked 
8. Kate forgot ……………out the rubbish so her mother was so angry.  
a. being taken      b. take             c. to take   d. taking       
9. Please, remember ……….your pockets before doing the laundry. 
a. being empty b. empty    c. emptying  d. to empty  
10. She regrets ………….the school when she was sixteen. 
a. leave b. to leave        c. leaving   d. left 
11. She tried ………..the bus, but she couldn’t run fast enough. 
a. to catch        b. being caught   c. to catching     d. catches  
12. I regret ……………..too much money yesterday. 
a. to spend     b. spending            c. being spent       d. spent       
13. I don’t remember ever………….the museum. 
a. visiting  b. to visit   c. is visited   d. being visited  
14. Don’t forget………Mr. Thomas at 10 o’clock this morning. 
a. meet b. being met  c. to meeting d. to meet 
15. Sam remembers …………………..about the party. 
a. tell          b. being told           c. be told    d. is telling       
16. We have not visited London …………….last May. 
a. since  b. for      c. yet   d. recently 
17. I ………………in such a big hotel before . 

a. working b. worked    c. have never worked           d. has worked 
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18. I ……………ten mails. 
a. already written b. have already written c. writes        d. right 

19. I ……………… to the bank twice, but I haven’t had a reply 
 a. have writing   b. have written            c. have wrote     d. has written 
20. We ……………… the bed room. We’ve nearly finished. 
 a. paints   b. have been painting    c. painted         d. painting 
21. They ……………… each other for ten years. 
 a. knew    b. known             c. know              d. have know 
22. I ………………… to call you all morning! 
 a.have been trying b. trying             c. were trying    d. is trying  
23. We …………. a dog for six years. 
 a. have had   b. has had              c. had        d. is having  
24. I am afraid of……………………….. horror movies. 
 a. haven’t watched     b. watching                  c. to watch        d. watched   

 

 
 

 
 

Exercise 2 

Do as shown between brackets: 
 

1. My friend has been working in our company since 2001.  (Use: for) 
…………………………………………………………………………….. 
2. You composition needs ……………….(type). (Correct in the passive form) 
……………………………………… …………………………………….. 
3. Thomas has just finished reading the new story.   (Negate) 
…………………………………………………………………………….. 
4. She knew me 2 months ago.         (Use: for 2 months) 
…………………………………………………………………………….. 
5. I look tired because I haven’t slept early.     (Ask with: ‘why’) 
…………………………………………………………………………….. 
6. Jack is interested (in- at- by- of) reading comics.                    (Choose) 
…………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

Exercise 3 
Correct the mistakes between brackets: 
 

1. My brother (paint) a picture since 9 in the morning.         ………………….. 

2. The player (just fall) and taken to the hospital.     ………………….. 

3. I remembered (buying) some flowers for my mother to be happy. ……………….. 

4. He (has sold) his car yet.       ………………….. 

5. Fred remembered (bringing) sun block with him to the beach…………...…….. 

6. My grandpa (retiring) from his job lately.    ……………..…… 

7. My mother (already cooks) our lunch.                     …………………...  
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Unit 6 
Take My Advice  

 
 

 

Exercise 4 
 

Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

1. Experience is a better guide to this than deductive………….  

a) fix  b) generation          c) details   d) logic  

2. It is no use trying to …………him that you’re innocent.  

a) express          b) persuade  c) facial     d) tedious 

3. We shall consider every …………of the bill.  

a) verbal  b) gap         c) detail  d) stressed  

4. Faulty electric appliances should be ……….by an electrician.  

a) chat      b) mature        c) done    d) repaired  

5. My father is a ………….driver.  

a) communicate    b) cautious c) intense      d) anxiety  

6. She is very …………….for her age .  

a) new            b) deserve         c)  chat     d) mature 

7. They had a …………….. agreement to finish the work .  

a) verbal b) cautious       c) risks      d) credit  

8. If the ………..doesn’t pay so I will fix it .  

a) range b) deal  c) insurance    d) experience 

9. Folks around here ……..to wear gloves in winter.  

a) show             b) host          c) unfair      d) tend  

10. The bomb was …………with caution.  

a) case         b) approached  c) generation d) stereotype 

11. There was an ……….in her quiet voice as her son was injured.  

a) fear                b) stress          c) anxiety     d) exactly 

12. Many people think that athletes don’t care about schools because of ……jokes.  

a) stereotype  b) indicate          c) exactly     d) risk 

13. This has been a …………day for me.  

a) tedious             b) fix          c) typical     d) driver 

14. She soon grew too ……………..to sit still and paced.  

a) discuss       b) logic     c) persuade      d) restless  

15. These plants have a high…………for heat.  

a) tolerance   b) reflex          c) risk   d) content 

16.  It took me thirty minutes to ……..everything that was happening.  

a) pain              b) means         c) convey     d) case 
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17. The ………..walked in front of the guests leading them to the living room.  

a) stressed             b) content          c) indicate     d) host  

18. He uses some very odd................ when he has seen us.  

a) facial   b) expressions  c) detail     d) chat  

 
  

 

Exercise 5 
 

Complete the following sentences using a word from the box below: 
 
 

 

      repetitive / fix / chat / gadgets / major /outdoors / competition/ bond / explore /  

witness / gap / track 
 

 

1. The child had a ……….between her two front teeth.  

2. The bag is designed for anyone who like to carry electronic ………...  

3. He was not in a mood to …………. With anyone. 

4. There must be another …………to sign this document.  

5. I was going to …………this path.  

6. I have time to ………..your broken bike. 

7. A ………. success helped raise our spirits. 

8. My cousin and I share a common …………as we grew in the same place. 

9. Let’s run in the ………………. 

10. It was warm enough to eat ………….. 

11. He couldn’t join the ………..because he had broken his leg. 

 

Exercise 6 
 

Match the word with its definition: 
 

 A   B 

1 Escalator  a expressing distress and annoyance. 

2 Argue  b a group of living organisms of similar genes. 

3 Frustrated  c the activity of going for long walks. 

4 Intimate  d to contact other people. 

5 Species  e Factual and exact. 

6 Generation  f a moving staircase. 

7 Literal  g closely. 

8 Hiking    h all of people born and living at about the same time. 

9 Tend  i disagree and quarrel 

10 Lie  J not telling the truth. 

   k be liable. 
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Exercise 7 
       Write a comparative and contrastive essay of about 120 words about: 

E-books and traditional paper books. 
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